In order to predict the environmental conditions at a wind turbine site it is essential to perform a Site Assessment at the specific site. In this work, 2 years of data from a Seawatch buoy at the Hywind site have been evaluated and results for wind, waves and ocean currents are presented and evaluated. A long term extrapolation of wind data has been performed to ensure that results are not based on inter-annual trends. Seasonal variations with maximum values for wind, waves and ocean current occurring during winter are found, with the prevailing flow directions parallel to the coastline.
The site

Ocean current
As depth increases the flow direction of the ocean current gets more evenly distributed as Figure 4 shows. 0 • represent north and the direction describes where the ocean current flows towards. The ocean current are measured with 10 m intervals down to 180 m, the mean speed at these depths in addition to the no-slip condition at the bottom result in the velocity profile in Figure 5 .
[ht] The time series from the Seawatch buoy contains several parameters, among them are the estimated significant wave height, the period and the flow direction, these are represented by • Vertical extrapolation using the power law with α=0.11 results in a mean wind speed of 10 m/s at hub height.
• Combination of lognormal and Weibull distributions are preferable to describe waves.
• Weibull distribution gives a good description of the ocean current.
